
Take classes in subjects that interest you

Like many disciplines, this is where the “never stop learning” philosophy comes in. I think  
Eleanor Roosevelt said is best: “Never be bored, and you’ll never be boring.” To be successful, 
you don’t have to go to art school or any school for that matter. Follow your interests. Of 
course there is a financial cost involved. But as an emerging artist, this is where your professional 
development investment should be going. And if you keep at it, it’ll pay off.

VOLUNTEER, VOLUNTEER, VOLUNTEER

Make the most of the high impact summer season by donating your time and knowledge to that 
mural project, middle school summer arts camp class, or art therapy group. This is good karma, 
provides inspirado up the wazoo, and might even land you into a networking mecca. Being around 
other artists will inspire you to find some time to do your own work – talk about a win-win.

If you want something, give it away

Sign up to be an assistant. Yes, for free. You may not be making money just yet, but you’ll be 
making new friends and growing your network. In time, you just might meet someone who can 
get you into that gallery or sell one of your pieces. Give it away now and you’ll get it back later.

 

 

2The Written Word 
building YOUR Artist Resume
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Here are six ways to build a killer artist resume:

Prove yourself 
“When I was just starting out, I had a lot of artist friends who landed a solo 
show long before I did. But rather than being eaten up with envy, I took it 
as an opportunity to help them install their work. Often times, this enabled 
me to meet the curator outside of the busy setting and it gave context for 
introductions without the risk of seeming pushy or eager. Simply put: I was 
able to help them with what they were trying to achieve. And through that, 
I got a chance to show them my professionalism and work ethic. Helping 
others helps you. It always comes back around. The connections I made 
while assisting my friends led to my first shows.”



Talk to SUCCESSFUL business owners

Check out the cafes, bars, nightclubs, and retail shops in your area. Meet the owners and ask if they 
want help curating the art in the space. Having local work on display will attract people to their 
business and help the artists get exposure. As I like to say, and perhaps too often, a rising tide lifts all 
boats.

Burn no bridges

You will need that reference one day, even if it’s just making conversation or finding a common 
connection with a new patron, buyer, or acquaintance. Nobody likes a shit-talker and everyone 
knows someone. If you leave even the most difficult situations with grace and your head held high, 
you’ll reap the benefits for years upon unknown years to come.
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HINT: If everyone helped to create opportunities for others, we’d all have more awesome 
people in our lives and more opportunities than we’d know what to do with. Not only does 
it give you more art-related things to talk about when people ask you what you have been 
up to or what it’s like to be a working artist, it makes our working environment more vibrant 
and accessible. Hook someone up and you’ll be earning a place in his or her heart for your 
own hookup down the road. You never know where your next opportunity will come from.

HINT: Only vent about problems to your closest-of-close friends. This is good advice in any 
profession and especially important in the arts, which tends to be more insulated and 
incestuous. 

No small peanuts 

“I was invited by a curator friend to show some of my work in an alternative 
space, a salon owned by one of her friends. By the end of the month, I had 
sold a piece to one of the salon’s patrons. As minor as it may have seemed to 
me at the time, I look back on it and think it was a great opportunity for which 
I am so grateful.”
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Invest in your success

Investing your time and money into an artist residency can help in many ways, from building your 
porfolio to meeting other artists to cultifvating inspiration. A residency provides a new setting 
specifically for doing work where the time is yours to be as productive as you want to be. 


